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Abstract: Braking efficiency is characterized by reduced braking time and
distance, and therefore passenger safety depends on the design of the braking
system. During the braking of a vehicle, the braking system must dissipate the
kinetic energy by transforming it into heat energy. A too high temperature
can lead to an almost total loss of braking efficiency. An excessive rise in
brake temperature can also cause surface cracks extending to the outside edge
of the drum friction surface. Heat transfer and temperature gradient, not to
forget the vehicle’s travel environment (high speed, heavy load, and steeply
sloping road conditions), must thus be the essential criteria for any brake
system design. The aim of the present investigation is to analyze the thermal
behavior of different brake drum designs during the single emergency braking
of a heavy-duty vehicle on a steeply sloping road. The calculation of the
temperature field is performed in transient mode using a three-dimensional
finite element model assuming a constant coefficient of friction. In this
study, the influence of geometrical brake drum configurations on the thermal
behavior of brake drums with two different materials in grey cast iron FG200
and aluminum alloy 356.0 reinforced with silicon carbide (SiC) particles is
analyzed under extreme vehicle braking conditions. The numerical simulation
results obtained using FE software ANSYS are qualitatively compared with
the results already published in the literature.

Keywords: Drum brake; finite element method; braking energy distribution;
friction heat power; friction heat flux; transient temperature field

1 Introduction

The thermal behavior phenomena have been studied widely in different fields, as presented in
References [1–3]. In addition to their basic function, friction brakes present the thermal problem
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of transforming the kinetic energy of the moving parts of the vehicle into thermal energy [4]. This
energy conversion process has been and is the subject of extensive experimental and numerical
investigations on the thermal properties of brakes in international automotive research [5]. The focus
is on the relationship between the heat released by the friction couples under the effect of external
mechanical loads and the stresses and deformations of the components due to the heat generated. This
interdependence has significant consequences on the function and load capacity of the brake system
components. The analysis of thermal conditions, in particular in friction bodies (brake drum, brake
linings . . . ), the evaluation of friction surface temperatures as well as temperature fields in friction
bodies and the knowledge of thermal load limits, heat absorption capacity, heat transfer to air and
heat transfer to adjacent components allow a thermal optimization of brake components. Combined
with the mathematical validation of stresses and deformations under mechanical load, the knowledge
acquired provides an important basis for an optimized design in terms of the efficiency and material
economy of the brakes. Drum brakes seem to last longer in the heavy-duty vehicle sector than in the
passenger automobile sector because the advantages of the drum brake are more evident. This is not
only due to the low actuating forces resulting from the higher self-reinforcement, but rather to lower
manufacturing costs, longer maintenance intervals and the generally longer service life of the linings.
It should be noted that under identical conditions, drum brakes attain lower temperatures than disk
brakes. Today, more than 90% of heavy-duty vehicles are equipped with S-cam simplex pneumatic
drum brakes for a fixed application force [6]. An analytical solution to compute the three-dimensional
of distribution of temperature in a solid subjected to a moving rectangular heat source with surface
cooling was proposed [7]. Moreover, a coupled numerical-experimental approach to identifying critical
thermomechanical loadings of truck brake discs was presented [8]. Furthermore, the distribution of the
normal pressure between the drum and brake linings, their deformations and their effective stresses
was investigated using analytical and FEM [9]. The authors observed that high contact forces were
present at the top end of the lining, particularly on the rear shoe and maximal stresses at the shoes
were higher than those of the drum. Moreover, tribological, thermal and mechanical coupling aspects
of dry sliding contact were presented [10]. In this research work, grey cast iron was replaced by an
aluminum alloy to reduce the weight of the drum and also to improve the thermal dissipation rate
of the brake drum. It was therefore decided to carry out investigations on the effect of geometric
design and materials in order to evaluate and compare the thermal behavior in transient mode of
different configurations of heavy-duty brake drums. All brake drum variants were modelled in three-
dimensional configurations. To simulate the convective heat transfer rate, CFD analyses using ANSYS
fluid software was performed. The numerical simulation results obtained using FE software ANSYS
are qualitatively compared with the results already published in the literature.

2 Simulation Methodology
2.1 Friction Heat Power and Heat Input Flow

The dynamic behavior of the braking system is modelled in order to be able to determine the
braking power developed in a drum brake. The braking forces on the front and rear wheels resulting
from the friction forces of the brake drums are in opposite directions to the vehicle movement, as
shown in Fig. 1. Based on the law of energy conservation, the braking work EB corresponding to the
quantity of dissipated heat during the braking of a vehicle on a downhill from an initial speed v1 to a
given final speed v2 can be expressed as:

EB = Ec + Ep − WR (1)
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Figure 1: Longitudinal forces acting on the vehicle during braking on a downhill

Kinetic energy Ec comprises the energy of the vehicle’s translational masses and the energy of the
rotating masses in the vehicle.
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The work of the resistant forces acting on the vehicle is equal to:

WR = (FRS − FRR − FRA − FMB).x (3)

FRS : Resistance force due to the slope, FRR : rolling resistance force, FRA : aerodynamic force,
FMB : motor brake force, x : braking distance.

WR =
(
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From the above equations, it follows:

EB =
[

m.av.(1 + e) + m.g. sin α − m.g. cos α.fR − 1
2
ρacxv2 − Mm.iT

ηT . Rdyn

]
.x (5)

m: Mass of the vehicle, g: gravity,e: Factor of rotating masses, α: angle of the road slope, fR: rolling
resistance coefficient of tires, ρa : air density, cx : aerodynamic drag coefficient,Mm: engine torque.

iT : transmission ratio, ηT : mechanical transmission efficiency, Rdyn: rolling tire radius, av: linear
deceleration, v: instantaneous vehicle velocity.

By deriving Eq. (1) with respect to time, we obtain the friction power dissipated during braking:

PB =
[

m.av.(1 + e) + m.g. sin α − m.g. cos α.fR − 1
2
ρacxv2 − Mm.iG.iT

ηT . Rdyn

]
.v (6)

Taking into account the brake power distribution of the vehicle, expressed by β, and the tire slip
rate (s), the braking power by the front PBf and rear PBr wheel axles can be expressed as:

PB =
[

m.av.(1 + e) + m.g. sin α − m.g. cos α.fR − 1
2
ρacxv2 − Mm.iG.iT

ηT . Rdyn

]
.v (7)

β: brake power distribution coefficient, s : wheel slip rate.

When the wheel closes to lock the braking condition, the tires will have a certain amount of the
slip rate (s); a part of the friction heat will be converted to friction heat between the tire and the road.
The optimal value of the slip rate is between 0.05 and 0.20 [11]. In this study, only the front brakes were
chosen because they are the most heavily loaded. The braking power dissipated in each front brake is
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split between the brake drum and the two brake linings:

qd = ∝ .
PB,f

2.Ad

, qs = (1− ∝).
PB,f

2.Al

(8)

α = ξd.Ad

ξd.Ad + ξl.Al

and ξd,s = √
ρd,lcd,lλd,l (9)

α: coefficient of heat flow distribution, ρ: density, ξ : thermal effusivity, c specific heat, λ : thermal
conductivity (λl < λd ), A : frictional contact area drum-liner. The indices d and l denote the drum
and the lining.

During stopping braking, the drums absorb about 95% of the heat, and the brake shoes 5%. The
relation (8) is available when the contact between drum and linings is of a short time, i.e., when the
sliding velocity is high. Eq. (7) shows that the braking power with motor brake action required to
bring a vehicle to a given speed depends directly on the vehicle’s weight, rotating masses initial speed,
deceleration, slope, road conditions, rolling coefficient air resistance, tire slip factor, heat distribution
rate and the contact surface between the brake lining and the brake drum.
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Another important thermal factor is the efficiency with which the braking system converts the
movement of the brake drum into heat and, therefore, the dissipated heat rapidity by the brake. Note
that disc brakes are entirely exposed to the surrounding atmosphere, and drum brakes are completely
enclosed within the brake assembly. This can result in a relatively higher temperature compared to the
disc brake system under the same braking conditions. The high temperature of the drum brake shoes
can cause the brake to fade and eventually lose its effectiveness. The discoloration is the result of too
much heat accumulation in the drum [12–14]. Drum brakes can therefore only operate as long as they
can absorb the heat generated by the kinetic energy lost due to wheel deceleration. Once the brake
components themselves are saturated with heat, they lose the ability to stop a vehicle. Eq. (10) can
be applied to any braking situation and road conditions. There are two aim braking situations, stop
braking and deceleration braking on the flat or sloped road. In the first case, the final speed is zero
(Vf = 0 or ωf = 0), in the second case the deceleration with or without motor brake is assumed to be
constant (av = 0). In this numerical simulation, only a stop brake on a descent without motor brake
action was considered. The influence of the air drag force (FRA), rotating mass inertia force (e) and
mechanical transmission losses (ηT) was neglected in order to further increase the input heat flux. The
following input heat flow per unit friction area of the front drum brake is applied:

qd =
(
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2
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2.2 Governing Heat Dissipation Equations

During the braking process, the friction heat released in the drum brake is dissipated in two
different ways: in both bodies in contact by conduction and accumulation in the materials and in the
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environment by convection and radiation. Thermal conduction exists between the drum and the brake
linings because the friction interface generates heat. As already mentioned above, the distribution of
the heat generated on contact between the two different friction materials is unequal because the
thermal properties of the two components are different. This heat distribution is described by the
heat flow distribution coefficient α, which is determined for the temperatures achieved on the two
contact surfaces. It defines the proportion of heat flow absorbed by the brake drum. The relations
(8) and (9) will calculate this factor in the case of perfect contact. At the interface, it is assumed that
the temperatures are the same [15]. developed a thermal model based on the finite difference method
and concluded that 65% of the energy is dissipated by convection and 35% as stored thermal energy,
energy lost by radiation and conduction to the lining. For transient thermal brake drum analysis, the
heat conduction for homogeneous and isotropic material with no internal heat production is governed
by the following differential equation:

qcond = k.
∂T
∂t

dt =
[

1
r2

(
∂2T
∂θ 2

)
+ ∂2T

∂r2
+ 1

r
∂T
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]
(12)

qcond is the heat flow due to contact between drum and lining friction areas. Thermal convection is
considered the most important mode of thermal transfer. To facilitate the cooling of the brake drum,
its external surface is generally in full contact with air. When air flows over it, a free convection heat
transfer occurs between the fluid and external surface of the brake drum. The equation for convective
heat transfer, in accordance with Newton’s law of cooling, is as follows:

qcv =
∑n

j=1 Qcvj∑n

j=1 Acj

=
n∑

j=1

hj(Twj − Tf ) (13)

Acj: Area of each cooling face j of the brake drum, h: coefficient of heat transfer between the brake
drum and air, Twj : wall temperature of each face j, Tf : environmental temperature.

Thermal radiation is related to the temperatures of the drum’s outer surface; the higher the
temperature, the greater the heat dissipation by thermal radiation. In general, the heat dissipated
by thermal radiation is about 5%–10% of the total heat dissipated. Thermal radiation only has an
important role at high temperature and low velocities. The radiation heat dissipation is defined by:

qra =
∑n

j=1 Qrj∑n

j=1 Acj

=
n∑

j=1

εσ (T 4
wj − T 4

f ) (14)

ε is emissivity of the brake drum, which is generally determined by experiments. The material of the
brake drum is mostly cast iron, and ε is equal 0.64–0.78, when the temperature is 200°C–600°C. σ is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, whose value is 5.67× 10−8 W/(m2·K4). Tw is the brake drum temperature
and Tf the environmental temperature. The heat flow conducted to the outer surface of the brake
drum and to outside the contact surface is lost to the environment by convection and radiation and is
expressed as:

qcr = qcv + qr (15)

The heat flow balance in the brake drum can be written as follows:

qd = qcond + qcv + qr (16)
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2.3 Thermal Modelling of Brake Drums
2.3.1 Geometrical Models and Mesh of Brake Drums

A complete three-dimensional structure of the drum brake has to be modelled. Three-dimensional
models of the brake drums were built using the commercial simulation software ANSYS. The
axisymmetric condition has been considered for the geometrical modelling and numerical simulation
of the thermomechanical behavior of the brake drums. In order to evaluate and optimize the
thermomechanical behavior of the brake drums and the heat release efficiency, four models are selected
with the exact main dimensions, a basic brake drum, a brake drum with a groove on the front face, a
drum with a circumferential fin and a drum with longitudinal fins, see Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The selected 3D geometrical models of the brake drum

A three-dimensional structure of each drum brake model, composed of the drum, head pad and
tail pad, must be modeled in 3D finite-element. For solid modeling, three-dimensional isoparametric
tetrahedral elements with 10 nodes are used, which are appropriate for the analysis of the transient
thermal flow in a circular axisymmetric structure. It is assumed that the connection between the lining
and the shoe is uniform. This condition also applies to the contact areas between linings and drum.
Fixed bolts are modeled using cylindrical support elements. The brake shoes can then rotate around
the fixed bolts see Fig. 3. In the models, the S-cam clamping device is not neglected; but it is only
substituting by the acting force and thus shoe pressure. Meshing does influence not only the solution
accuracy but also the convergence. The choice of mesh type is made according to the geometry and
the physical problem to be resolved.

Figure 3: FE model of the drum-linings-shoes assembly and boundary conditions

The chosen simulation conditions of the thermal behavior analysis of a truck brake drum are
presented in Tab. 1. Figs. 3 and 4 show the FE model of the drum-linings-shoes assembly with
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boundary conditions and isoparametric tetrahedral mesh with ten nodes of the four selected drum
models. The mesh parameters for these drum models are listed in Tab. 2.

Table 1: Specifications of medium-heavy truck and brake drum

Mass of the vehicle laden 9320 kg Drum external diameter 455 mm
Rolling tire coefficient 0.0150 Drum internal radius 412 mm
Rolling radius of tire 533 mm Drum overall width 346 mm
Downhill slope 10% Hole number 10
Initial vehicle velocity 100 km/h Bore diameter 23 mm
Vehicle deceleration 4 m/s2 Shoe width 180 mm
Braking time 7.0 s Lining angle 96°
Slip rate 0.08 Friction coefficient 0.23
Initial drum temperature 40°C Ambient temperature 25°C

Figure 4: Isoparametric tetrahedral mesh with 10 nodes of four analyzed drum models

Table 2: Drum mesh parameters with tetrahedral quadratic elements with 10 nodes

Designation Nodes Elements

Drum 4.128.907 2.693.060
Lining 160.085 31.536
Shoe 909.537 589.779

2.3.2 Material Properties of all Drum Brake Components

The brake drums as brake discs must be manufactured with a material that favors their thermal
resistance with a high friction coefficient to generate the required friction force [16,17]. The drum
materials are supposed homogeneous and isotropic. The brake drum is often made of cast iron,
although some vehicles use aluminum drums, especially for the front wheels. Aluminum conducts heat
better than cast iron, which improves heat dissipation and reduces fading. Aluminum drums are lighter
than cast iron drums. Since Al MMC wears more easily than iron, Al MMC drums often have a cast
iron or steel coating on the inner surface of the drum, which is glued or riveted to the outer shell. Tab. 3
gives the mechanical properties of the drum, linings and shoe materials considered in this work.
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Table 3: Mechanical properties of drum, linings and shoe materials [14]

Mechanical properties Drum Lining Shoe

Material FG200 Al-MMC356.0 SiC Semi metallic composite Steel
Density (kg/m3) 7100 2600 1034 7850
Thermal conductivity
(W/m2 K)

54 60.5 1.01 60.5

Specific heat (J/kg K) 586 874 1034 434

3 Simulation Results and Discussions
3.1 Convection Heat Coefficient of Each Drum Model

In the thermal modeling of the four selected brake drum models, the convection coefficient h =
h (A, t) of each heat exchange area of the drum is first computed using the ANSYS CFX software.
ANSYS CFX Preprocessor imports the mesh generated of the domains and defines the flow physics,
the border states and the parameters of the SOLVER module. All problem specifications produced
in the ANSYS CFX-Pre-module are solved by ANSYS CFXSolver. To compute the heat transfer
coefficient of each convective surface and at each time, the solver uses the following relation [18]:

h = 1
Ai

� kf
∂T
∂n

(Tw − Tf )
dA (17)

kf : Air’s thermal conductivity, Tf : ambient temperature, Tw : drum bordure temperature. Because
the air rotating flow for forced convection goes through a sudden geometrical change, the turbulent
modeling was selected the RANS-based approach with the realizable k-ε model [19]. The realizable k-ε
model is tuned to perform better in situations with rotating flows. In the simulation, we determine the
mean value of the convection coefficient of each face as a function of braking time. The computation
results will then be used to carry out the thermal simulation with ANSYS Workbench. In order to
reduce the computation time for the convection coefficient, we are considered a 30° portion of the
drum-lining, the total simulation time corresponding to the braking time:tb = 7.0 s with time step
t = 0.01 s and the other following boundary conditions, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Full and portion drum model in CFX and boundary conditions. Fluid domain: ambient
temperature at 25°C, reference pressure is 1 atm, thermal energy model; Solid domain: initial drum
temperature at 40°C, brake drum with variable angular velocity

Fig. 6 shows the variation of convection coefficient distribution in each brake drum model at
different times. This is indeed the average convection coefficient of all heat exchange surfaces. It is
noted that for the reference model N°1, Figs. 6 and 7, the convection coefficient of the drum’s inner
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free face (4) has a maximum value greater than 170 W/m2 K and this surface keeps a relatively higher
value, equal to 24 W/m2 K, compared to the other faces even at the end of the brake. The convective
heat dissipation on the drum’s inner free face (4) is not efficient, because the airflow goes through a
sudden geometrical change, which results in air turbulence. It is also observed that convection heat
transfer decreases with braking time. The convection coefficient on the drum face (5) has a maximum
value of 107 W/m2 K. The drum of model N°2 has 72 longitudinal fins on its peripheral surface (5),
thus increasing the heat exchange surface, Figs.6 and 7. On this modified face, the average convection
coefficient reaches a maximum value of 135 W/m2 K greater than of the corresponding area of the
reference drum (HTC = 107 W/m2 K). The addition of longitudinal fins contributes significantly to
the improvement of convection heat dissipation. As in the case of the previous brake drum, the average
convection coefficient on the face (4) reaches at the braking begin its maximum value of 193.47 and
20 W/m2 K at the end of braking. In Figs. 7–10, we have another drum model having on the inner free
surface (1) a circular groove with a curved profile that not only increases the heat exchange area but
also improves the airflow with less turbulence. In Fig. 10, it can be seen that the average convection
coefficient of the face (1) of the circular groove reaches a maximum value of 253 W/m2 K at the
beginning of braking and 36.44 W/m2 K at the end of the braking process. The two previous models
studied have not been achieved such a high value of the heat exchange coefficient. The groove on
this part of the drum has significantly improved the convection coefficient of the entire heat exchange
surface, and consequently, the heat dissipation. Note that the outer face (2) adjacent to the front face
has a slightly curved profile, also contributing to the improvement of airflow and at the same time
to a slight increase in the heat exchange surface. In this modified model, only faces contributing to
convection heat exchange were considered, as shown in Fig. 10. As shown in Figs. 7–10, the circular
groove and the slightly curved profile of the face (2) on this modified drum model have significantly
improved the convection coefficient of the entire heat exchange surface.

Figure 6: Visualization of heat transfer coefficient (HTC) evolution with HTC maximal value vs. time
of three selected drum models
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Figure 7: HTC-variation on the faces of model N°1 (reference drum)

Figure 8: HTC-variation on the faces of model N°2 (finned drum)

Figure 9: HTC-variation on the faces of model N°3 (grooved drum)
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Figure 10: Predicted temperature of the four FG200 brake drum models versus braking time

3.2 Transient Temperature Distribution of Each Drum Model
3.2.1 Influence of the Geometrical Model

For thermal modelling, we consider the drum lining and clamps assembly, although we only want
to determine the drum’s temperature field. Thus, an indirect coupling of the thermal and mechanical
model will be carried out, which implies that the brake shoes must be considered in the geometry to
be able to take into account the pressure applied on the drum. The drum rotates around cylindrical
support with a decreasing variable rotational velocity. Each brake shoe is fixed to a cylindrical bolt
having one degree of freedom to transmit the force applied at the other end. A time-varying heat
flow will be introduced to each drum-to-lining contact area. ANSYS-software will first solve the
thermal problem and then the mechanical problem by exploiting the thermal results. The same mesh
as in the CFX simulation will be used. For the determination of the temperature field, a transient
thermal simulation is performed in ANSYS-Workbench. The parameters of this simulation are the
total simulation time (ttot = 25 s), the initial time step (ti = 0.01 s), the minimum time step
(tmin = 0.001 s), the maximum time step (tmax = 0.1 s), the emission coefficient of the drum σ =
5.67× 10−8 W/(m2·K4), the average heat transfer coefficient during the braking process was imported
from the CFD simulation. The inlet heat flux as a function of braking time was introduced in tabular
form. The computing simulation results in Fig. 11 illustrate the predicted thermal distribution of the
four chosen FG 200 drum models, simulated under the same operating conditions and at two braking
times.
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Figure 11: Predicted temperature distribution of FG20 brake drum for different models at two other
braking times

The brake drum temperature evolution over time of the four models is shown in Fig. 10. The
initial point of intersection in the graphs showed that the models were investigated at the same
initial temperature of the brake drum, Fig. 11. The temperature of the four models has increased
from the initial (minimum) temperature to their maximum temperature after an intermediate braking
time of 3.6 s and then begins to decrease until the braking end. After a braking time from zero to
3.64 s, the temperature of the reference FG20 drum model N°1 increases and reaches its maximum of
586.90°C. From this moment until the end of braking, the temperature begins to decrease to 457°C.
After the braking end, the temperature variation with time becomes less important, from 457°C to
353°C. All three modified models record a rate of temperature decrease compared to the reference
model, Figs. 10 and 11. This shows that the heat dissipation rate of the modified models is higher
than that of the reference model. Therefore, a quantity of heat tends to remain inside the wall of the
reference brake drum model due to the low heat transfer. This retained heat is the main cause of the
thermal problems of the brake drum system mentioned above. The temperature difference between
the modified ventilated brake drum and the reference brake drum is about 43°C. This showed that
the ventilated brake drum model dissipates more heat than the reference brake. Drum. With the drum
model N°3, the temperature difference is more significant; it is about 61°C. It should be noted that
the temperature drop between the maximum and minimum values is more significant (T = 102°C),
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which means that we have better heat dissipation during braking time, Figs. 10 and 11. For the drum
model N°4 with circular fin, the temperature difference compared to the reference drum becomes
even higher; it is about 63°C. This demonstrates the significant effect of the circular fin on the heat
dissipation of the brake drum. In Figs. 10 and 11, we can see that at intermediate single braking time
the high thermal stresses on the friction area of all models are practically comparable to those resulting
from fade tests with repeated braking from a high initial speed.

3.2.2 Influence of Brake Drum Material

The temperature field in the brake drum has been computed for two different materials, namely
FG200 grey cast iron and 356.0 SiC aluminum alloy. 2. Fig. 12 shows the predicted maximal
temperature at intermediate and end of braking times, respectively of FG200 and aluminum alloy brake
drum for the four investigated models. Fig. 12 illustrates the advantage of choosing the drum material
over the thermal behavior of the brake drum, and this is independently of the braking time. With the
basic model N°1, the effect of the Al-MMC material of the brake drum is positive. A temperature
reduction between 7% and 17% can be achieved compared to the grey cast iron drum. With model
N°4, a temperature reduction of 22% can be realized at an intermediate braking time and 7% at the
end of the braking process. With the model N°3, we have a reduction between 21% and 26%.

Figure 12: Predicted maximal temperature at intermediate and end of braking times of FG200 and
aluminum alloy brake drum for four models

4 Conclusion

This study showed the positive effect of some practical measures on improving the heat dissipation
of a heavy vehicle brake drum. The thermal energy stored in the reference brake drum model is the
main cause of brake drum thermal problems. It should be noted that extreme braking conditions such
as initial braking speed, vehicle load, braking on a steep slope result in very high drum temperatures
that exceed the allowable temperatures. These high temperatures cause brake fading and therefore
an undesired loss of brake performance and a significant increase in braking distance. In addition,
excessive heat transferred to the brake fluid can even lead to its evaporation. The addition of
longitudinal or circumferential fins on the modified brake drums has contributed significantly to the
improvement of heat dissipation and structural strength without changing the initial main geometric
dimensions of the original brake drum model. The simulation results obtained with the modified
brake drum models can be used to orient automotive engineers in the development of other, more
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efficient brake drum models. The results obtained from the numerical simulation of the different brake
drum models are similar to those of the previous comparable models studied. The absolute maximum
drum temperature was reached at mid-point of the braking time, regardless of the model variant
studied. The introduction of ventilation fins has favored heat transfer by convection and, therefore,
the drum brake cooling. The temperature difference between a basis drum and a modified drum
with longitudinal ventilation fins reached a value of 43°C at intermediate braking time, a decrease
of 7%. This temperature difference is even higher with a circumferential finned drum in the order of
55°C, a reduction of 9.5%. This theoretical study also showed that the choice of brake drum material
significantly influences the thermal behavior of the brake drum. Al MMC brake drums have a better
thermal braking behavior than those made of grey cast iron. As a general conclusion, it is always
possible to improve the brake drums’ thermal behavior and thereby avoid brake fading by modifying
the aerodynamic design and the size of the original model and choosing the appropriate drum material.
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